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Appointing the right

SELLING AGENT

When you are selling your property, one point becomes
obvious very quickly, there is no shortage of agents
willing to help you sell it. Most of the agents will be
personable and persuasive.
Deciphering the strategic benefits each agency/agent
offers is the key to employing the right agent for you.
Most people consciously or unconsciously employ an
agent on the following criteria:
1. Price – what does the agent believe the respective
property is worth?
2. Fee – what will the agent charge for their services
and how does their value proposition ‘stack up’?
3. Friend – the vendor has a mate in the game. It would
be too uncomfortable to list with another firm, so the
agent friend wins the listing Steven Bradbury style.
4. Professional relationship – this comes down to
trust. Trust in the agent’s competency and trust in
their integrity. The lower the trust the more you will
find yourself micromanaging the agent and vice versa.
5. Referral – a friend, colleague or trusted advisor
strongly recommends an agent they know, have had
positive dealings with or have heard good feedback about.
6. Recent results – how present is the firm in the
marketplace and how impressive are their results, in
number of sales, days on market and prices achieved?
7. Sales process – the wholistic strategy proposed by
the agent both in terms of maximising the selling price
and minimising the risk to the vendor.
Anecdotally, most vendors would use the above criteria,
in the order set out above, to select their selling agent.
The above criteria is the correct criteria - in the wrong
order though.

25 Commercial Road, Lilyfield sold for
$2,750,000 after receiving multiple offers
To select the right agent and achieve a better result and
experience in the process, the key is to prioritise the
criterion correctly.
Common Model
• Price Quoted
• Fee
• Friend is an agent
• Professional relationship
• Referral
• Recent results
• Sales process

Best Model
• Sales Process
• Recent results
• Professional relationship
• Referral
• Price quoted
• Fee
• Friend is an agent
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How’s the market?

Boom persists amid rising stock levels
October saw the end to lockdown and the unofficial start
to the spring property market.
Onsite auctions and open houses recommenced
whilst APRA’s move to slow the market took hold. As
expected, stock levels jumped providing buyers with a
decent range of stock for the first time in 2021.
Days on market remained tight, although it could be
said that houses performed better than apartments.
Auction clearance rates dropped slightly on the increase
in stock levels but are still well above where they were
this time last year. A slight dip in auction clearance rates
during the peak of the spring stock is seasonal and
temporary. Any excess stock is absorbed as we get
closer to Christmas and new listings are held off until
the new year.
According to Core Logic’s latest numbers, Sydney
houses are up 30.37% for the year whilst apartments
are up 13.55%.
In October, houses jumped 1.62% as apartments rose
by 1.21%
The fact the market is still rising after 10 months of solid
gains is remarkable in itself.

APRA the banking regulator will be hoping their efforts
to cool (not crash as some have suggested) the
housing market will show up in the data as we head
into Christmas.
If the market continues to rise at this rate into the
New Year, further efforts to cool the market will be
implemented by APRA.
The RBA has stated time again that interest rates won’t
rise until 2024. In late October, the bond market has fully
priced in interest rate rises in 2022. Inflation readings
in the economy are high and markets are overheating.
With a Federal Election due between now and May
2022, the timing of any further tightening by APRA and/
or rate moves by the RBA will be interesting.
Buyers can often mistake this seasonal dip in auction
clearance rates as fundamental and meaningful. Given
interest rates are set to move earlier than expected,
there is no shortage of property bears again calling for
a dramatic 20% to 30% market crash.
You can expect to see regular commentary and
sensationalist views being pushed as talk of rate rises
increase. It’s worth noting the surge in stock will tighten
again very quickly in December and neither APRA nor
the RBA has a desire or mandate to crash the housing
market.
Owner occupiers upgrading are still the biggest driver of
the property market whilst Baby Boomers are continuing
to cash in on strong prices and sell down the family
home.
We have noticed an increase in demand from investors
who are chasing a yield on their cash holdings. The
investment demand has been centred mainly on sub
$1.2 million properties, primarily apartments. Older
established apartments with less amenities and lower
strata levies seem to be the most popular at this stage.
Investors can probably bet on increased rental returns
in 2022 as the borders reopen, however capital growth
is unlikely to match what has occurred in 2021.

17/1 Batty Street, Rozelle sold for $1,210,000
after only 17 days on market, a result of the
13.55% growth in the Sydney apartment market

If one is investing for the long term, a short term
increase in yield that benefits cashflow is as desirable
as capital growth. Investors would naturally hope and
expect to experience growth over the long term but a
short term jump in rental returns will be a bonanza for
many investors who have found the world of low yield
investments frustrating.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
The pros and cons of each criterion
Sales process – once the fee has been agreed upon
and the relationship has been formalised in the form of
an agency agreement, the success of the campaign will
come down to the effectiveness of the sales strategy
and the agent’s negotiation ability.
To ensure you select the right agent for you, drilling
down into the details of the proposed strategy with
robust questioning is paramount.
A lot of vendors only ask the tough questions once the
campaign is underway. The time to assert yourself is
during the agent interview process. Are you completely
aligned with the agent’s proposed sales campaign?
Knowing what the agent will do after they have listed
your property is more important than knowing what they
have done to win your listing.
Does the agent delegate the buyer work to assistants
and junior agents or are they deeply involved in the
entire process? If the campaign is unsuccessful, who
wears the risk, the agent or the vendor?
Recent sales results – a selling proposal should be
viewed as a corporate promise. Therefore, all proposals
should be compared to results achieved. Do the results/
prices being achieved match the outcome promised in
the selling proposal.
The greatest disconnect in recent times between agent
proposal and market reality was the lack of ‘under the
hammer’ action during the 2021 boom. The market was
booming yet seller supply was low. Perfect conditions
for a public auction if you ask most real estate agents.
Yet 40 to 50% of all sales occurred prior to the auction.
Unbeknown to many buyers, even though the property
carried an auction date, no auctioneer had been booked
because the selling agent knew the listing wouldn’t last
until auction day.
Professional relationship – if you have done good
business with the selling agent in the past, it makes
the task of employing them again much easier. A lot of
people will return the listing/sale of their property back
to the agent that sold it to them originally.
You may have previously sold with the agent in the
past and were left delighted with the result. The major
consideration in these circumstances is the role market
conditions played in the result.
If you previously sold for a great price with the agent
when the market conditions were really strong can
the agent replicate the result and service if the market
conditions are subdued?

The market conditions delivered the great price, yet
you unconsciously associated/credited it with the
agent.
The skillset required in a boom is completely different
to the skillset required in a downturn.
The best agents can perform in all market conditions.
Referral – where a friend or colleague has had a
successful selling experience that they are prepared
to vouch for their agent, that is powerful. In such
circumstances the agent has earned the right to pitch
and present for your business. Never completely
outsource the selection process based on a referral.
The agent still needs to earn and win the listing
though.
Price quoted – just as buyers should be wary of
‘underquoting’ when shopping for a home, vendors
should be equally wary of ‘overquoting’ when
shopping for a selling agent. Admittedly it is counterintuitive to diminish the agent’s ‘price quote’ in the
selection process, but you will make better decisions
if you do.
Because vendors put so much focus on the agent’s
price quote, it inadvertently encourages agents to
overquote the selling price to win favour. We are all
susceptible to messages we want to hear, ‘you look
like you have lost weight’, ‘your children are so well
behaved’ and ‘your house is worth $10 million if you
auction it’.
The key when selling your property is not to put value
on what the selling agent thinks and hopes it’s worth,
the key is to ascertain what are buyers prepared
and capable of paying for it in a buyer competitive
process?
Fee – if you want a cheap agent, the good news
is you won’t have any problem finding one. If you
want a good cheap agent, you will spend a long time
looking, without success.
Whilst real estate agents may not be the most
revered professionals, hiring a cheap, therefore
unskilled agent, will end badly.
There is a reason every low cost (high turnover) real
estate agency from Purple Bricks to countless others
have failed. Focus on the value you receive not the
cost you pay and it will work out.
Friend – if you follow all of the above steps and it
comes out neck and neck between a friend and a
stranger, then okay, give the listing to your friend.
You will be better off having followed the above
criteria, in the suggested order though, and know
that doing professional business with friends can be
awkward. No one should be upset if you choose to
keep business and friendship separate.

Rental REBOUND
Open borders set
to drive dwelling
demand

The closure of the International borders in March
2020 played out in the rental market with negative
repercussions for landlords.

There are 3 key elements that will see the rental
market rise sharply in 2022 as we return to postCOVID normal.

Rents quickly declined by 10% and up to 20%
in suburbs such as Camperdown that catered to
International students. To further exacerbate the
pain in the rental market, many people working
from home left Sydney and headed for lifestyle
locations in the regions.

•
•

Now as the borders are set to re-open and the post
pandemic welcome mat is rolled out for overseas
migrants, the dwelling oversupply is set to be
quickly absorbed by a surge in tenancy demand.

•

International borders being re-opened
Work from Home (WFH) will be replaced
by Return to Office (RTO)
Tightening rental supply

Borders - The open borders and Government
desire to back international students and additional
labour will create instant demand.

NSW Premier Dominic Perrottet says he “believes
in a big NSW”, after a leaked proposal to bring in
two million more migrants to rebuild Australia postCovid. Understandably, the plan has been criticised
by many.

Return to Office – living remotely in regional
lifestyle locations won’t be as appealing when
working conditions normalise again. Even those
that choose and/or are able to work from home
a few days a week, will find living closer to work
more appealing than an arduous commute. This
will create an additional layer of demand on the
rental market.

The Australian Financial Review reported that
top NSW bureaucrats had urged the incoming
Premier to push for an “explosive” post-WWII-style
immigration surge that could bring in two million
people over five years.

Rental supply may not be enough to meet the
forthcoming demand for 3 reasons. A huge number
of landlords have sold down during COVID to take
advantage of high selling prices and/or de-risk their
portfolios.

Regardless of whether one is pro or antiimmigration surge, there can be little doubt a side
effect will be increasing rents.

In many instances where a landlord has sold out
of their investment property in the past 2 years,
the property has been sold to an owner occupier.
Over time this unmistakable trend has depleted
the rental stock.

Potential investors are taking note too. Investors
are increasingly out numbering and outbidding first
home buyers for affordable inner-city property.
The apartment market has underperformed house
prices and with rents set to increase, investors are
suddenly interested.

Many residential development projects have been
parked or put on ‘go-slow’ during COVID. There will
be a time lag between the rental market needing
additional dwelling supply and that supply being
ready for market.
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